STANDARD HYBRIDIZERS AGREEMENT AND ENTRY FORM
For All America Select Trial Gardens, managed by NAGC

1.
2.
3.

This agreement is between the seedling owner ________________________________________ and
North American Gladiolus Council (NAGC) who is the manager of the AAS Trials and Gardens.
The seedling owner certies that this described seedling has never been ofered for sale or given awa$
previousl$, neither public or private and that he/she or the propagator or cataloger of their choice is in
full control of said seedling and that this seedling is of North American origin.
If the 75 corms are received damaged, the entr$ ma$ not be accepted unless the h$bridizer can send
additonal stock.

Seedling Number _______________________ Parentage _________________________________________
Classiicaton Number __________________ Descripton _______________________________________

Number of existng stock of this seedling afer removing 75 corms for this trial eeasurements in diameter.
Large over 1 ½” ________________________________ eedium 1 to 1 ½” ____________________________
Small Less than 1” ______________________________ Cormels ___________________________________
If this seedling is awarded the AAS status, the h$bridizer ma$ retain the opton of introducing the seedling b$
pa$ing NAGC $100.00. If the h$bridizer has selected a cataloger, the cataloger must pa$ the $100.00 to NAGC.
It is the responsibilit$ of the h$bridizer and cataloger to decide the amount the h$bridizer is to receive for the
AAS seedling. This ma$ be a fat cash fee, a percentage for the number of $ears agreed upon or trade in kind
“corms” or other form. NAGC does not guarantee the exchange of mone$ or corms. This will be the
responsibilit$ of the h$bridizer and cataloger.
NAGC onl$ guarantees that $our seedling, received in good conditon, will be in the AAS trials. NAGC makes no
guarantees on shipment of corms or qualit$ of corms received or shipped to the trial gardens. Ever$ efort will
be made to have each entr$ fairl$ judged and tabulated. The h$bridizer agrees that NAGC or its agents
accepts no liabilit$ for an$ circumstances, seen or unforeseen, during the trials and/or selecton.
This H$bridizer Agreement must be signed and accompan$ the corms sent to the distributor.

Date _______________________________ Signature ____________________________________________

